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Learning Task Constraints in Operational Space Formulation
Hsiu-Chin Lin, Prabhakar Ray, and Matthew Howard
Abstract—Many human skills can be described in terms
of performing a set of prioritised tasks. While a number
of tools have become available that recover the underlying
control policy from constrained movements, few have explicitly
considered learning how constraints should be imposed in
order to perform the control policy. In this paper, a method
for learning the self-imposed constraints present in movement
observations is proposed. The problem is formulated into the
operational space control framework, where the goal is to
estimate the constraint matrix and its null space projection
that decompose the task space and any redundant degrees of
freedom. The proposed method requires no prior knowledge
about either the dimensionality of the constraints nor the
underlying control policies. The techniques are evaluated on
a simulated three degree-of-freedom arm and on the AR10
humanoid hand.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many human skills can be described in terms of performing
synchronous, prioritised tasks. For example, when operating
the remote control of an electrical device (see Fig. 1),
one must simultaneously manage the control of gripping,
button pressing and orienting the transmitting end of the
controller toward the electrical device’s receiver. Additional,
secondary control may also be involved in regulating degrees
of freedom not directly involved in the task, for example,
maintaining a comfortable posture or avoiding joint limits.
Isolating the different components of such behaviour from
data—for instance, extracting the button pressing policy—
is no trivial task, especially considering that it involves
the simultaneous execution of multiple control policies in
different subspaces of configuration space, and that these
may come into conflict or impinge on one another in their
execution.
To manage this complexity, a general framework for
the control of redundancy is operational space control [1].
This formulation enables the composition of joint-space
movements through the selection of a set of prioritised
task space constraints. Applications include defining different
task controllers for multiple end-effectors [2], [3], avoiding
obstacles [4], and balancing humanoid robots [5]. From the
perspective of designing robot behaviours, if the model of the
robot and the required task are precisely known, operational-
space control can be applied with relative ease, provided
that the Jacobian of the system and the inertia matrices are
accurate.
However, the reverse of this—that is, analysing syn-
chronous behaviours from observations—is a much harder
problem. In this setting, it may not be clear which dimen-
sions should be constrained or how redundancy is resolved
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Fig. 1: Handling a remote control for an air conditioning unit.
The task space for pressing the temperature control button
is defined as the thumb tip position (rtx, r
t
y, r
t
z)
> (the task),
while the control of other fingers (redundant dimensions)
is handled by other, secondary control policies (e.g., for
gripping or maintaining a comfort posture).
from direct observations. A potential solution is to take
examples from human demonstrations and attempt to learn
a control policy that somehow captures the behaviours [6],
[7], [8]. This includes learning the operational space control
law [9], or recovering the underlying redundancy from the
constrained data [10], [11].
However, to date, such methods have been limited in that
they learn motions related to the task but do not provide a
model of the task space itself. The ability to do so would
transform our ability to generalise behaviours, since having
it would allow us to replace the demonstrated task policy
with a new policy for new situations. In the remote control
example, if one could learn from observations of pressing
one of the buttons that the task space for button pressing in
general involves control of the thumb tip, then one can easily
define new policies in which the thumb presses other buttons
instead (e.g., by adjusting the policy attractor points).
In this paper, a method for directly learning the self-
imposed constraints present in movement observations is
proposed. The problem is formulated as an operational space
control problem, where the goal is to estimate the constraint
matrix that defines the task space. The proposed method
requires no prior information about either the dimensionality
of the constraints, nor the policy underlying the observed
movement. The techniques are evaluated on a simulated three
degree-of-freedom arm and on the AR10 humanoid hand.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Based on the principles of analytical dynamics [12], it is
assumed that the systems under consideration are subject to
a set of S-dimensional (S ≤ Q) constraints
A(x)u(x) = b(x) (1)
where x ∈ RP represents state, u ∈ RQ represents the
action, and b ∈ RS is the task space policy describing the
underlying task to be accomplished. A(x) ∈ RS×Q is the
constraint matrix, that projects the task space policy onto the
relevant part of the control space. Inverting (1), results in the
relation
u(x) = A†(x)b(x) + N(x)pi(x) (2)
where A† is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A,
N(x) := I−A†(x)A(x) ∈ RQ×Q (3)
is the projection matrix and I ∈ RQ×Q is the identity matrix.
The projection matrix N projects the null space policy pi
onto the null space of A (which in general, has non-linear
dependence on state).
In the context of operational space control, the constraint
matrix A defines the operational/task space, since it projects
control actions into the space corresponding to key task
variables. For example, consider the kinematic control of a
task such as holding a glass of water without spilling it. The
task space control objective is to maintain the orientation,
so b(x) may correspond to a stabilising point attractor in
hand orientation space with a stationary point corresponding
to the glass upright position. Defining A(x) as the Jacobian
mapping from joint space to end-effector orientation, and
applying (2), actions due to b(x) in task space will be
mapped into joint space for execution.
Now, if we wish to generalise this task to, for example,
pouring the water out of the glass the same task space
applies, however, the task space policy b(x) must change.
This is straightforward if the correct A is known (e.g., one
might adjust the stationary point of b(x)). However, in
general, the decomposition of A, b, N and pi are not directly
observable making this kind of generalisation difficult. It is
this problem that the present paper addresses.
In [13], it was first demonstrated that A (equivalently,
N) can be estimated for the special case of Au = 0. The
approach proposed here extends that work to estimate A
for the generic case described by (1) (with b 6= 0). This is
the first time this has been shown for problems in the full
operational space formulation (1)-(2).
III. METHOD
The proposed method works on data given as N pairs of
observed states xn and actions un. It is assumed that (i) the
observations follow the formulation in (2), (ii) the task space
policy b varies across observations, (iii) the null space policy
pi is the same across observations, (iv) neither A, N, b nor
pi are explicitly known for any given observation. The aim
is to form an estimate of the task space constraint matrix A.
A. Learning the null space component
The key to the proposed approach is to use the properties
of N as related to A through (3). From (2), two orthogonal
components of the movement can be identified, namely
uts(x) := A†(x)b(x), (4)
referred to here as the task space component, and
uns(x) := N(x)pi(x), (5)
the null space component. The first step of the proposed ap-
proach is to extract an estimate of the null space component
(5) from the raw observations.
From [11], an estimate u˜ns(x) can be found by minimising
E[u˜ns] =
N∑
n=1
||P˜nun − u˜nsn ||2 (6)
where u˜nsn := u˜
ns(xn) and P˜n := u˜nsn u˜
ns
n
>/||u˜nsn ||2. This
exploits the identity Pu = P(uts +uns) = uns, see [11] for
details.
Having an estimate of the null space term u˜ns, and
knowing that the data follows the relationship (2), allows
several properties of this relation to be used to form the
estimate of A.
B. Learning the projection matrix
Since uns is the projection of pi onto the image space of N
(see (5)), and by the indempotence of N,
Nuns = uns (7)
must hold [13]. This means that an estimate N˜ may be
formed by minimising
E[N˜] =
N∑
n=1
||u˜nsn − N˜nu˜nsn ||2 (8)
where N˜n := N˜(xn). Fig. 2a-2b shows a visualisation of
this objective function. In Fig. 2a, an example data point
is plotted where A is a vector parallel to the z-axis, its
null space is the xy-plane, the null space component uns
is parallel to the y-axis, and the task space component uts
is parallel to the z-axis. The objective function (8) aims
at minimising the distance between uns and its projection
onto the null space of A (green plane), illustrated as the red
dashed line.
Second, as noted above, uts and uns are orthogonal
(i.e., uts >uns = 0) by definition and so the true projection
matrix must also satisfy Nuts = 0. Using this insight, an
alternative is to seek an estimate N˜ that minimises
E[N˜] =
N∑
n=1
||N˜nu˜tsn ||2 (9)
where u˜tsn := u˜
ts(xn). A visualisation of (9) for the example
data point is shown in Fig. 2c, where now the blue dashed
line indicates the distance minimised.
Since both (8) and (9) contain information about the
projection matrix, the third alternative—proposed here—is
to minimise the sum of two, namely,
E[N˜] =
N∑
n=1
|| u˜nsn −N˜n u˜nsn ||2 + ||N˜n u˜tsn ||2 (10)
as illustrated in Fig. 2d. While this incurs a slight increase
in computational cost (due to the need to evaluate the two
terms instead of one), it has important benefits in ensuring
the learnt A˜ has correct rank, that are missed if (8) or (9)
are used in isolation. In other words (10) helps ensuring the
learnt constraints have the correct dimensionality, as shall be
elucidated in the following section.
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Fig. 2: Visualisation of the objective functions. (a) Example
data point with task and null space components plotted. (b)
The objective function (8) minimises ||uns − N˜uns|| (red
dashed line). (c) Alternately, (9) minimises ||N˜uts|| (blue
dashed line). (d) It is proposed to use (10), which minimises
the sum of these distances.
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Fig. 3: Issues with learning N˜ through (8) or (9). (a)
Using (8), both A˜1 (xz-plane) and A˜2 (x-axis) are candidate
solutions. Note that, A˜2 is incorrect since N˜2uts = uts, but
this is not evident from the error measure. (b) Using (9) in-
stead, A˜1 (on the z-axis) and A˜2 (the yz-plane) are candidate
solutions. However, A˜2 is wrong because N˜2uns = 0.
C. Ensuring Correct Rank
Consider again the example data point illustrated in Fig. 2a,
with uts (blue) parallel to the z-axis and uns (red) parallel
to the y-axis. Minimising (8) or (9) in isolation for this data
point has subtly different results.
1) Minimising (8): Recall that (8) relies on finding N˜
such that uns lies in the image space of N˜, or uns ∈
Image(N˜). However, the problem is that the superset of N
also minimises this error measure. Let N˜′ be a superset of
N˜ such that N˜ ⊂ N˜′. Since uns ∈ Image(N˜) and N˜ ⊂ N˜′,
then it is also true that uns ∈ Image(N˜′). In other words,
the rank of N˜ can be overestimated by minimising (8).
This is visualised in Fig. 3a. There, two candidate solu-
tions are (i) A˜1 (xz-plane), with the y-axis as the null space,
and (ii) A˜2 (x-axis) with the yz-plane as null space. Note
that both minimise (8) exactly, so without prior knowledge
of the task-space nor dimensionality S, it is hard to decide
which one is the better estimate. If the data contains rich
enough variations in uns such that it spans RQ−S , then the
N˜ with the lowest rank, can heuristically be chosen, but this
may be hard to verify in real world problems. Meanwhile,
note that A˜2 is not a correct solution since N˜2uts = uts.
2) Minimising (9): The converse problem arises by op-
timising (9) instead. By definition, there exists a solution
N˜ in RQ−S such that N˜uts = 0. However, note also that
there also exist subspaces of N˜ that satisfy this condition.
Specifically, (9) seeks a projection matrix N˜ such that its
image space is orthogonal to uts.
The rank of the true solution N is Q− S , which implies
that the image space of N can be described by Q−S linearly
independent row vectors. Note that, if we find a N˜ such that
N˜ is orthogonal to uts, then each row vector of N˜, and their
linear combinations, are also orthogonal to uts.
The issue is shown graphically in Fig. 3b. There, candidate
solutions A˜1 (z-axis) and A˜2 (yz-plane) both minimise (9).
However, A˜2 is wrong because N˜2 uns = 0. The risk here is
underestimating the rank of N˜. If it is known that uts spans
the task-space, then the N˜ with the highest rank (or A˜ with
the lowest rank) can be chosen, but this again relies on a
heuristic choice.
3) Minimising (10): If the observations are rich enough
such that uts spans RS and uns spans RQ−S , there is a
projection matrix N ∈ R(Q−S)×Q such that Nuns = uns
and Nuts = 0. From the preceding analysis, if N˜uns = uns
is satisfied, a projection matrix N˜ such that N ⊆ N˜ has been
found. Likewise, if N˜uts = 0, then it is also true that that
N˜ ⊆ N. If both conditions are met, N˜ ⊆ N ⊆ N˜, and the
only possibility is N˜ = N. Therefore, (10) can be applied
to ensure that our estimated N˜ has the correct rank.
D. Algorithms for learning A
Based on the above considerations, in the following, two
different algorithms for learning A are defined.
The first considers a simplified case, where a set of
candidate task spaces are given that may appear as rows
of A, and the aim is to select which of the candidates best
describe the data. For instance, in the glass holding/pouring
example described in §II, candidate task spaces may include
the hand orientation and its Cartesian position, and it is up
to the algorithm to determine that the orientation is key.
The second concerns the more general case, in which no
prior knowledge is assumed, so the rows of A must be
estimated with a non-linear function approximator, see §III-
D.2.
1) Learning A with candidate rows: Consider the case
where the constraint matrix can be written as
An = ΛΦn (11)
where Φn := Φ(xn) is a feature matrix whose rows are
candidates for the rows that occur in the true A. In the
pouring example (see §II), for instance, one may choose
Φ(x) = J(x), where J is the Jacobian mapping from
joint space to end-effector space. Λ ∈ RS×S is a selection
matrix specifying which of these represent valid constraints
(i.e., Λs,s = 1 if the sth row of Φ is contained in A) and
which should be discarded Λs,s = 0).
Algorithm 1 Learning A with candidate features
Input:
x: observed states
Φ: feature matrix containing candidate rows of A
u: observed actions
Output:
Λ˜: the estimated selection matrix
1: Set Λ˜← ∅ and s← 1
2: Learn λ∗s by minimising (12)
3: while Adding λ∗s to Λ˜ does not increase (10) do
4: Set Λ˜← [λ∗1, · · · ,λ∗s]> and s← s+ 1
5: Learn λ∗s by (12) such that λ
∗
s ⊥ λ∗j ∀j < s
6: end while
7: Return Λ˜
From [13], the objective function in (8) can be written as
||u˜nsn − N˜nu˜nsn ||2 = (u˜nsn )>A˜†nA˜nu˜nsn . Substituting An =
ΛΦn, (8) can be written as
E[N˜] =
N∑
n=1
(u˜nsn )
>(ΛΦn)†(ΛΦn)u˜nsn . (12)
Choosing Λ such that it is described by a set of S or-
thonormal vectors Λ =
[
λ>1 ,λ
>
2 , . . . ,λ
>
S
]>
where λs ∈ RS
corresponds to the sth constraint and λi ⊥ λj for i 6= j, the
optimal Λ can be formed by iteratively searching the choice
of λs that minimises (12).
Following [13], an unit vector aˆ = (a1, a2, · · · , aQ) with
an arbitrary dimension Q can be represented by Q − 1
parameters θ = (θ1, θ2, · · · , θQ−1)> where
a1 = cos θ1, a2 = sin θ1 cos θ2,
a3 = sin θ1 sin θ2 cos θ3 . . .
aQ−1 =
Q−2∏
q=1
sin θq cos θQ−1, aQ =
Q−1∏
q=1
sin θq
(13)
Using the formulation above, each λs can be represented
by parameters θs ∈ RS−1. To form an estimate of λs,
we model θs(xn) = W>s β(xn) where Ws is a matrix of
weights, and β(xn) ∈ RS is a vector of S kernel functions.
In the experiments reported in this paper, Gaussian radial
basis functions (RBFs) βm(xn) =
K(xn−cm)∑M
i=1K(xn−ci)
are used,
where K(.) denotes the Gaussian kernel and cm are S pre-
determined centres chosen according to k-means.
Note that, estimating λs is a non-linear least squares
problem, which cannot easily be solved in closed form. In
the evaluations, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [14], a
numerical optimisation technique, is used to find the optimal
λs that minimises (12). In this, λs+1 is added only if it does
not reduce the fit under (10). The process is summarised in
Algorithm 1.
2) Learning A in absence of prior knowledge: If no prior
knowledge about the rows of A is available, an alternative
is to estimate the constraints directly. In this, it is assumed
that An is formed from a set of S unit vectors An =
[a1(xn)
>,a2(xn)>, ...,aS(xn)>]> where as corresponds to
the sth constraint and ai ⊥ aj for all i 6= j. Similar to
the approach for learning λs, an iterative approach is taken,
Algorithm 2 Learning A with a function approximator
Input:
x: observed states
u: observed actions
Output:
A˜: the estimated constraint matrix
1: Decompose u into u˜ts and u˜ns by (6)
2: Set A˜← ∅ and s← 1
3: Learn a∗1 by minimising (8)
4: while Adding a∗s to A˜ does not increase (10) do
5: Set A˜← [a∗1, · · · ,a∗s]> and s← s+ 1
6: Learn a∗s by (8) such that a
∗
s ⊥ a∗j ∀j < s
7: end while
8: Return A˜
where the sth constraint vector as is learnt by optimising
(8), and as is added only if it does not reduce the fit under
(10). The process is summarised in Algorithm 2.
E. Evaluation Criteria
For testing the performance of learning, the following eval-
uation criteria may be defined.
1) Normalised Projected Policy Error: This error measure
measures the difference between the policy subject to the true
constraints, and that of the policy subject to the estimated
constraints. Formally, the normalised projected policy error
(NPPE) can be defined as
EPPE =
1
Nσ2u
N∑
n=1
||Nnpin − N˜npin||2 (14)
where N is the number of data points, pin are samples of the
policy, and N and N˜ are the true and learnt projection ma-
trices, respectively. The error is normalised by the variance
of the observations σ2u.
2) Normalised Projected Observation Error: To evaluate
the fit of N˜ under the objective function (10), the normalised
projected observation error (NPOE) may be used, defined as
EPOE =
1
Nσ2u
N∑
n=1
||unsn − N˜nunsn ||2 + ||N˜nutsn ||2. (15)
The latter only reaches zero if the model exactly satisfies
(10).
3) Normalised Null Space Component Error: Since the
quality of the fit depends on the accuracy of u˜ns, it is also
illustrative to look at the normalised null space component
error (NNCE),
ENCE =
1
Nσ2u
N∑
n=1
||unsn − u˜nsn ||2. (16)
This measures the distance between the true and the learnt
null space components uns and u˜ns, respectively.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated for
extracting the task space from systems of policies controlled
hierarchically according to the operational space formulation.
pi NNCE NPPE NPOE
Linear ∼ 10−7 ∼ 10−9 ∼ 10−9
Limit-cycle 0.08± 0.02 0.001± 0.002 0.001± 0.002
Sinusoidal 5.26± 4.46 0.011± 0.017 0.014± 0.021
TABLE I: NNCE, NPPE, and NPOE (mean±s.d.)×10−2
over 50 trials when learning from data from different null
space policies.
A. Toy Example
In this experiment, the proposed approach is applied to the
problem of learning the constraint matrix from data from a
simple, two-dimensional system with a one-dimensional task
space. The aim is to find out if the task space can be correctly
identified in face of ‘distractions’ caused by having different
policies executing movements in the null space.
The task space is defined by the constraint matrix
A = a ∈ R1×2, meaning that task space movements occur
in the direction of the unit vector aˆ. To ensure the robust-
ness of the results, the latter is drawn uniform-randomly
θ ∼ U(0, pi] rad at the start of each experiment.
For simplicity, the task space policy is a linear point
attractor b(x) = βts(r∗ − r) where r defines the position
in task space, r∗ is the target point and βts = 0.1 is a
scaling factor. To simulate variable tasks performed in the
same task space, the task space target was drawn randomly
r∗ ∼ U [−2, 2] for each data point.
Running simultaneously with the task space policy, a sec-
ondary policy is executed in the null space of the constraints.
In the following, three different null space policies pi are
considered, namely (i) a linear policy, pi = −Lx¯ where
x¯ := (x>, 1)> and L = ((2, 4, 0)>, (1, 3,−1)>)>, (ii) a lim-
it-cycle policy, ρ˙ = ρ(ρ0 − ρ2) with radius ρ0 = 0.75m,
angular velocity φ˙ = 1 rad/s, where ρ and φ are the polar
representation of the state, i.e., x = (ρ cosφ, ρ sinφ)>, and
(iii) a sinusoidal policy, pi = (cos z1 cos z2,− sin z1 sin z2)>
with z1 = pix1 and z2 = pi(x2 + 12 ). The training data con-
sists of 150 data points, drawn randomly across the space
(x)i ∼ U(−1, 1), i ∈ {1, 2}. For testing, a further 150 data
points are used, generated through the same procedure.
For learning, the null space component is modelled as
u˜ns = W>nsβ(x) where β is a vector of M = 16 Gaussian
RBFs arranged on a 4× 4 grid, with widths set according to
distance between the basis functions. The parameters Wns
are learnt through minimisation of the objective function (6).
The resulting u˜ns is used for learning the constraint matrix
A˜. For this, each row of A˜ is represented by another
parametric model θs(xn) = W>a,sβ(xn) where β is M =
16 RBFs and Wa,s are learnt through the method outline in
§III-D.2. The experiment is repeated 50 times.
Table I summarises NPPE, NPOE, and NNCE ((14)-(16))
when learning from data containing the different null space
policies. Looking at the NPPE and NPOE, it can be seen
that a good approximation of A is learnt in all cases with
normalised errors < 10−4.
To further characterise the performance of the proposed
approach, the experiment was repeated while varying the size
of the input data for the limit-cycle policy for 5 < N < 250
data points. The results (in log scale) over 50 trials are
plotted in Fig. 4 (left). It can be seen that the NPPE, NPOE,
and NNCE rapidly decrease as the number of input data
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Fig. 4: NNCE, NPPE, and NPOE for increasing number of
data points (left) and increasing noise levels in the observed
u (right). Curves are mean±s.d. over 50 trials.
increases. This is to be expected, since larger data sets
contain richer variations in utsn resulting in more accurate
estimates of u˜ns and A˜ (equivalently, N˜). Note that, even
with a relatively small data set (N < 50), the error is still
low (≈ 10−3).
To assess the effect of noise, the experiment was repeated
with different levels of noise in the training data. For this,
the limit-cycle policy data was contaminated with Gaussian
noise, the scale of which varied to match up to 20% of the
variance of the data. The resulting NNCE, NPPE, and NPOE
follows the noise level, as plotted in Fig. 4 (right). However,
the error is still relatively low (NPPE < 10−2), even when
the noise is as high as 5% of the variance of the data.
B. Three Link Planar Arm
The goal of the second experiment is to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach for more complex, non-
linear constraints. For this, constrained motion data from a
kinematic simulation of a planar three link arm is used.
The set up is as follows. The state and action spaces of the
arm are described by the joint angles x := q ∈ R3 and the
joint velocities u := q˙ ∈ R3. The task space is described by
r = (rx, rz, rψ)
> where rx and rz specify the end-effector
position and rψ its orientation.
Joint space motion is recorded as the arm performs tasks
in different end-effector spaces. As discussed in §III-D.1, the
task space constraint matrix at state xn is described as
An = ΛΦn (17)
where Φn = J(xn) ∈ R3×3, the manipulator Jacobian, and
Λ ∈ R3×3 is the selection matrix specifying the coordinates
to be controlled in the task. In the following, the task is
performed in the subspaces of end-effector space defined by
three different constraint systems:
1) Λ(x,z) = ((1, 0, 0)>, (0, 1, 0)>, (0, 0, 0)>)>,
2) Λ(x,ψ) = ((1, 0, 0)>, (0, 0, 0)>, (0, 0, 1)>)>, and
3) Λ(z,ψ) = ((0, 0, 0)>, (0, 1, 0)>, (0, 0, 1)>)>.
Choosing Λ(x,z), for example, means that the the end-
effector position coordinates (x, z) are controlled by the task
space policy b, while the the orientation is allowed to follow
the null space policy pi.
In this experiment, the task space policy is a linear policy
tracking a task space target r∗, that is drawn uniform ran-
domly (r∗x ∼ U [−1, 1], r∗z ∼ U [0, 2], r∗ψ ∼ U [0, pi]). Acting
simultaneously, but in the null space, is a second policy
pi = −L(q − q∗), where q∗ = 0 represents a ‘comfort
posture’ away from joint limits and L = I ∈ R3×3.
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Fig. 5: Example trajectories generated under the true A
(black) and the learnt A˜ (red), using the policy b from the
training data (left), and a new, previously unseen task space
policy b′ (right).
Constraint NNCE Method NPPE NPOE
1 Λx,z 0.32± 1.07 Learn a 3.54± 2.29 0.06± 0.04
2 Learn λ 0.30± 0.44 0.04± 0.04
3 Λx,ψ 3.89± 1.10 Learn a 7.79± 12.0 2.14± 6.48
4 Learn λ 0.32± 1.42 2.53± 1.11
5 Λz,ψ 0.61± 0.60 Learn a 2.80± 2.59 0.43± 0.24
6 Learn λ 0.24± 0.51 0.14± 0.25
TABLE II: NNCE, NPPE, and NPOE (mean± s.d.)×10−2
for each constraint over 50 trials.
Arm motion data is collected in the form of tra-
jectories, each from a uniform random start state
q1 ∼ U [0 °, 10 °], q2 ∼ U [90 °, 100 °], q3 ∼ U [0 °, 10 °]. As
training data, 50 trajectories each of length 50 steps are gen-
erated for each choice of Λ. Following the same procedure,
another 50 trajectories are also generated as unseen testing
data. Fig. 5 (left) shows an example trajectory with constraint
Λx,z and task space target r∗ = (1, 0)>.
For learning, the null space component u˜ns is estimated
in form of a parametric model u˜ns = W>nsβ(x), where β
is a vector of M = 100 Gaussian RBFs. In this experiment,
the centres are chosen according to k-means and the widths
are taken as the mean distance between the centres. The
parameters Wns are learnt by minimising (6).
The learnt u˜ns is then used to learn the constraint through
the methods outlined in §III-D.1 and §III-D.2. For learning
Λ˜, each row of Λ˜ is modelled as θλ,s(xn) = W>λ,sβ(xn)
where β(xn) consists ofM = 16 Gaussian RBFs and Wλ,s
is estimated through minimising (12). For learning A˜, the
constraint vector is represented by another parametric model
θa,s(xn) = W
>
a,sβ(xn) where M = 50 and the weights
Wa,s are learnt by optimising (8).
Looking at the NPPE and NPOE in Table II, a good
approximation of the constraint matrix is learnt for each of
the constraints, with errors of order 10−2 or lower in all
cases. In the case that the Jacobian J(x) is assumed known
a priori and only the selection matrix Λ is learnt (rows 2, 4
and 6) the errors are an order of magnitude lower, reflecting
the fact that the algorithm exploits this prior knowledge.
Nevertheless, in absence of this information (rows 1, 3 and
5) the algorithm is still able to learn a good approximation
of the non-linear, state-dependent constraint matrix (17).
To further examine the accuracy, in Fig. 5 (left) the
trajectories generated with the learnt model (red) are overlaid
on those generated with the ground truth, for the three task
spaces, using the same task and null space policies. As can
be seen, the trajectories generated with the learnt constraints
match the true trajectories extremely well.
As discussed in §II, one of the strengths of the pro-
posed framework is that, once the constraints have been
estimated, new controllers can be applied in the same task
space to generalise behaviour to new situations. To test
this, a new task space policy b′ with target r′ = (−1, 2)>
was used to generate a trajectory under (i) the learnt
constraints (i.e., A˜†b′ + N˜pi) and (ii) the true constraints
(i.e., A†b′ + Npi). The trajectory is shown in Fig. 5 (right),
where the former (red) is overlaid on the latter (black). A
close match is seen between the predicted behaviour under
the true and learnt constraints, indicating good generalisation
in predicting behaviour that is not present in the training data.
C. AR10 Humanoid Hand
The final experiment aims to verify the proposed approach
on a physical robotic system, for a real world task. The
experimental scenario chosen is the manual operation of the
remote control of an air conditioning unit with the AR10
Robotic Hand (Fig. 1) [15].
As discussed in §I, due to the large configuration space
associated with dexterous hands (the AR10 has a total of
10 degrees of freedom), demonstration data may contain
movement features from many different control policies run-
ning concurrently (e.g., gripping, button pressing, transmitter
orientation, posture adjustments for comfort). For simplicity,
here, a restricted form of this problem is considered, whereby
the task space part of the movement corresponds to pressing
the temperature control button with the thumb, while the
null space movements consist of moving the middle finger
to reach a comfort posture. The aim is to extract the task
relevant part of the movement (thumb movement) in face
of the distracting secondary finger movements, and from
this determine the task space (thumb tip position) to enable
generalisation to other button pressing movements.
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 6. The state
x := q ∈ R4 consists of the joint angles of the thumb and
the middle finger of the robot, and the command u := q˙ ∈
R4 is the joint velocity vector. As a ground truth, the task
space is defined as the thumb tip position, corresponding to
constraint matrix A(x) = ΛΦ(x) ∈ R3×4 where Φ(x) :=
J(x) ∈ R6×4 is the Jacobian that relates the joint velocities
to the tip velocities. of the thumb and the middle finger, and
Λ ∈ R3×6 is the selection matrix that selects the rows of J
corresponding to the x, y, z position of the thumb tip.
As training data, 100 trajectories are collected, in which
the thumb is used manipulate the remote control. The ini-
tial position for each trajectory is drawn randomly within
its joint limit q1 ∼ U [−115 °,−45 °], q2 ∼ U [20 °, 120 °],
q3 ∼ U [0 °, 80 °], q4 ∼ U [−100 °, 60 °].
For the task-space policy, the task-space target r∗ is set
so that the tip of the thumb presses a random position on
the remote control, with the speed randomly varied in each
Fig. 6: AR10 hand experiment. The task space is learnt from demonstrations containing thumb movement to decrease the
temperature (top row). In testing, the behaviour is generalised to enable temperature increase, by applying a new task space
policy using the learnt task space, corresponding to pressing a different button (bottom row).
trajectory. Simultaneously, the null space policy moves the
middle finger to a comfort posture, in which the finger rests
on the top of the remote control. The procedure is repeated
to collect 100 trajectories of test data.
For learning, the null space component is represented by
u˜ns = W>nsβ(x) where β consists of M = 50 Gaussian
RBFs, and Wns is a matrix of weights. The setup of the
RBFs is similar to the last experiment where the centres are
chosen according to k-means, and the widths are taken as the
mean distance between the centres. The parameters Wns are
learnt by minimising (6).
Following the method proposed in §III-D.2, the result-
ing u˜ns is used to form the task constraint. For learning
A˜, each row in A˜ is represented by parametric model
θs(xn) = W
>
a,sβ(xn) where M = 50 and the weights
Wa,s are learnt by optimising (8).
The learnt constraint matrix is then applied for generalisa-
tion by replacing the original task space policy with a new,
unseen one, in which the task space target corresponds to the
thumb tip hitting another button to increase the temperature.
An example of the outcome is shown in Fig. 6 and in the
supplementary video.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for learning the self-imposed con-
straints from movement observations is proposed. The prob-
lem is formulated into an operational space control frame-
work, and the aim is to estimate the constraint matrix that
define the task space of a movement. The proposed method
can approximate these matrices in the absence of any prior
knowledge of the dimensionality of the constraints or the
underlying movement policies.
The effectiveness of the approach has been demonstrated
on simulated data with different dimensionality, and with
different degrees of non-linearity. The method has also been
validated on the AR10 Robotic Hand performing manual
operation of the remote control of an air conditioning unit.
Future research includes extending the proposed method
on robots with higher degree of freedom and improving the
efficiency through iterative learning approaches.
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